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Insistendo, affrettando

1. By myself walking, To myself talking, When as I
   ruminate, On my fate,

2. Crowding my privacy; They unbidden come, Pee-vish and
   malcontent, Dash ing and mer ri ment,

fate...
Scarce-ly seem I A-lone...

Dim co-gi-
ta-tions Follow me and haunt me Striving to daunt me...
Old Familiar Faces

Text by Charles Lamb (1775-1834)
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Poco adagio, molto espressivo con rubato

warmly but not too quiet

legato

play-mates, I had companions, In my days of childhood,
love once, fairest among all; Closed are her doors...
have died, and some have left me, And some taken from me;

Poco rit.

In my joyful school-days, All, all are gone, are gone,
I must not see her... all are departed;

a tempo Rit.

the old familiar faces. faces.

1. I have had
2. I loved a
3. How some they

1.-2.

3.
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